
Abstract
MANETs hold the promise of future, with the capability to 
establish networks at anytime, anywhere without the aid of 
any established infrastructure. In MANETs all nodes are mobile 
and can be connected dynamically. MANETs are inspired by 
ant colony optimization framework and uses “ants” for route 
discovery, maintenance & improvement. Due to dynamic nature 
of MANETs, they can lead to end-to-end delay & overhead. The 
algorithm is based on balancing the load among the routes by 
calculating threshed value of each routing table & ants helps 
to effectively balance the loads as it find a pair of under loaded 
and over loaded nests. This paper defines implementation 
of ad-hoc n/w and comparison of its performance with AODV 
routing protocol based on ant algorithm is done in terms of 
packet delivery ratio, end to end delay and load. Performance 
of our algorithm in comparison with AODV is much better.
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I. Introduction
Wireless technologies, in the simplest sense, enable one 
or more devices to communicate with each other without 
physical connections–without requiring network cabling. 
Wireless communication technology is increasing daily; with 
such growth sooner or later it would not be practical or simply 
physically possible to have a fixed architecture for this kind of 
network. Wireless LANs (WLANs); allow greater flexibility and 
portability than traditional wired local area networks (LAN). 
Unlike a traditional LAN, which requires a wire to connect a 
user’s computer to the network, a WLAN connects computers 
and other components to the network using an access point 
(AP) device. [1] 
Recent year’s mobile communication has increased in usage 
and popularity. Devices get smaller, batteries live longer and 
communication protocols get more robust and offer more 
throughput. With the development of next generation of wireless 
communication systems, development in personal computing 
devices and wide use of mobile and other handheld devices 
are increasing population of Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) 
[2]. Tasks earlier handled by wired communication can now 
be done using wireless devices and technology, thus giving 
users the advantage of mobility. Future ITS (Intelligent Transport 
Systems) network will involve a lot of mobile equipments and 
form a complex network. Maintaining the good performance 
of this complex network is complicated task and efficient load 
balancing plays an important role. Some mobile nodes have 
direct communication to ligancy network i.e. internet, where 
as some nodes only have communication with other nodes in 
an ad hoc manner. In this type of network data can be sent 
on multiple paths from source node to destination node. 
This is called multiple routing. Data flow between source and 
destination MANET nodes could be speed up if its efficiency 
split on multiple paths between them. The source node will 
estimate how busy these paths are and send packets to these 
paths according to its estimation. The estimation will be on the 
basis of available bandwidth on each path to destination. The 

paths, which are having less bandwidth, are busier and the 
paths having more bandwidth will receive more packets. This 
is called load balancing. [3] 
The ants helps to effectively balance the loads as it wanders 
via the interconnection network to find a pair of under loaded 
and over loaded nests(collection of nodes). The load transfer 
from overloaded to under loaded nests is performed by direct 
downloading between the two nests thereby avoiding large 
amount of data transfer across the network. So we are using 
ant based algorithm for balancing the load. In other words 
load balancing is a technique to spread work between two or 
more computers, network links, CPUs, hard drives, or other 
resources, in order to get optimal resource utilization, maximize 
throughput, and minimize response time. Load balancing can 
be useful when dealing with redundant communications links. 
[4]

II. Related Work
S. Prasad, Y.P.Singh, and C.S.Rai [5] presented a novel proactive 
algorithm to routing called Probabilistic Ant Routing, in mobile 
ad hoc networks, which is inspired by Ant Colony Optimization 
(ACO) framework and uses “ants” for route discovery, 
maintenance and improvement. The algorithm is based on a 
modification of the state transition rule of ACO routing algorithm 
that results in maintaining higher degree of exploration along 
with congestion awareness in the search space. This leads 
to reduced end-to-end delay and also lowers the overhead at 
high node density. The comparative experimental results of 
the proposed algorithm with the state-of-threat AODV reactive 
routing algorithm of the MANET are provided keeping mobility 
and density of nodes as the main consideration. The proposed 
algorithm is tested for different network sizes and node mobility. 
This proposed algorithm exhibits superior performance with 
respect to reactive AODV routing algorithm in terms of end-to 
end delay.
Hamideh Shokrani and Sam Jabbehdari [6] presented Mobile 
ad-hoc networks are infrastructure-less networks consisting 
of wireless, possibly mobile nodes which are organized in 
peer-to-peer fashion. The highly dynamic topology, limited 
bandwidth availability and energy constraints make the routing 
problem a challenging one. Recently a new family of algorithms 
emerged inspired by Swarm Intelligence, which provides a novel 
approach to distributed optimization problems. Initial studies 
have unveiled a great deal of matching properties between the 
routing requirements of ad-hoc networks and certain features of 
SI, such as the ability of ant colony to find a nearly optimal route 
between elements. In this paper author described a survey of 
ant-based routing algorithms for MANETs & categorization of 
algorithms and summarize their operation.
Al-Dahoud Ali, Mohamed A. Belal and Moh’d Belal Al-Zoubi [7] 
represented Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) provides a meta-
heuristic optimization tool and collective intelligence model 
to several applications such as routing and load balancing. 
A lot of work found in the literature on using ACO in load 
balancing. However, as far as our knowledge, there was no 
work relating load balancing in distributed systems with ACO. 
In this study, a proposed ACO algorithm for load balancing in 
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distributed systems will be presented. This algorithm is fully 
distributed in which information is dynamically updated at each 
ant movement. Finally, the performance of the proposed ACO 
algorithm is compared with the work-stealing approach for load 
balancing in distributed systems.

III. Proposed Approach
As we know that MANET is a dynamic topology based n/w, which 
is having very low bandwidth. So we are using an Ant Based 
Algorithm for efficient data transfer in this n/w. Sometimes 
there is congestion due to the broadcasting of ants in this 
algorithm. Currently, mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) lack 
load-balancing capabilities, and thus, they fail to provide good 
performance especially in the case of a large volume of traffic.  
Our objective is to do use the ant based algorithm for load 
balancing by calculating threshold value of each routing table 
through average number of requests accepted by each node. 
According to this threshold value, we can control the number 
of ants that has been send. If the threshold value is less, it 
means the average number of requests to that particular node 
is low. Then we simply broadcast the ants for updating their 
pheromone table. If the average number of requests is high, 
then a data packet will be send according to the pheromone 
table of that particular node. Our work presents a new dynamic 
and adaptive routing algorithm for MANETs inspired by the ant 
colony paradigm. Our main goals in this paper are:
• Evaluate the End-to-End delay to send a packet from 

source to destination node through a MANET using our 
proposed ant algorithm.

• To achieve load balancing by calculating threshold value 
of each routing table through average number of requests 
accepted by each node. 

• Comparison study between our proposed ant algorithm 
with another ad hoc routing protocol such as Ad hoc On-
Demand Distance Vector (AODV) by evaluating the end-
to-end delay, load & throughput. 

The aim of this comparison study is to investigate the 
performance of our algorithm in comparison with AODV.

IV. ANT BASED ALGORITHM
Swarm Intelligence (SI) is the local interaction of many simple 
agents to achieve a global goal. SI is based on social insect 
metaphor for solving different types of problems. Insects like 
ants, bees and termites live in colonies. Every single insect 
in a social insect colony seems to have its own agenda. 
The integration of all individual activities does not have any 
supervisor. In a social insect colony, a worker usually does 
not perform all tasks, but rather specializes in a set of tasks. 
This division of labor based on specialization is believed to 
be more efficient than if tasks were performed sequentially 
by unspecialized individuals. SI is emerged with collective 
intelligence of groups of simple agents. This approach 
emphasizes on distributedness, flexibility, robustness and 
direct or indirect communication among relatively simple 
agents [8].
The agents are autonomous entities, both proactive and 
reactive and have capability to adapt, co-operate and move 
intelligently from one location to the other in the communication 
network. The basic idea of the ant colony optimization (ACO) 
meta-heuristic is taken from the food searching behaviour of 
real ants. Ant agents can be divided into two sections: 
• FANT (Forward Ants)
• BANT (Backward Ants)
The main purpose of this subdivision of these agents is to allow 

the BANTs to utilize the useful information gathered by FANTs 
on their trip time from source to destination. Based on this 
principle, no node routing information updates are performed 
by FANT, whose only purpose in life is to report n/w delay 
conditions to BANT. The various steps how these agents are 
passing routing information to each other are as follows:
1. Each network node launches FANT to all destinations at 

regular time intervals.
2. Ants find a path to destination randomly based on current 

routing tables.
3. The FANT creates a stack, pushing in trip times for every 

node as that node has reached.
4. When destination is reached, the BANT inherit the 

stack.
5. The BANT pop the stack entries and follows the path in 

reverse.
6. The routing table of each visited node are updated based 

on trip times.

A. Various fields of FANT
The FANT consist of six field as shown in the Fig.  1

Source 
Address
(4 bytes)

Sequence 
Number
(2 bytes)

Destination
Address
(4 bytes)

Stack
Stack 
Pointer
(2 bytes)

Fwd
(Value 
= 0 or 
1)

Fig. 1: Format of Forward Ant

These fields are defined as:
1. Source Address: The 4 bytes field, which contains address 

of source node discovered by route discovery phase. 
2. Sequence Number: The 2 bytes field or local counter 

maintained by each node and incremented each time 
when FANT generated by source.

3. Destination Address: The 4 bytes field, which contains 
address of node where to send the information from 
source.

4. Stack: The memory area in which data gathered by FANTs 
is stored.

5. Stack Pointer: It is 2 bytes field, which keep track of number 
of visited nodes.

6. Fwd: The 1 bit field set to 1 when ant agent is FANT and 
set to 0 when ant agent is BANT.

When ants are on the way to search for food, they start from 
their nest and walk toward the food. When an ant reaches 
an intersection, it has to decide which branch to take next. 
While walking, ants deposit pheromone, which marks the 
route taken. The concentration of pheromone on a certain 
path is an indication of its usage. With time the concentration 
of pheromone decreases due to diffusion effects. This property 
is important because it is integrating dynamic into the path 
searching process. At the intersection, the first ants randomly 
select the next branch. Since the below route is shorter than 
the upper one, the ants which take this path will reach the food 
place first. On their way back to the nest, the ants again have to 
select a path. After a short time the pheromone concentration 
on the shorter path will be higher than on the longer path, 
because the ants using the shorter path will increase the 
pheromone concentration faster. The shorter path will thus 
be identified and eventually all ants will only use this one. A 
scenario with two routes from the nest to the food place is 
shown in the Fig.  2.
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Fig.  2 : All ants take the shortest path after an initial searching 
time

B. Principles of Ant Based Algorithm
The ability of ants to self organize is based on four principles. 
They are positive feedback, negative feedback, randomness 
and multiple interactions.
• Positive feedback – This is used to improve the good solution. 
When ants move from one node to another, the concentration 
of the pheromone along that path increases. This helps other 
ants to travel in this path. Ants deposit pheromone trails while 
moving between a discovered food source and the anthill. 
Positive feedback is achieved because ants can smell deposited 
pheromone and have a natural tendency to follow the trail laid 
out by other ants. These ants again deposit pheromone on the 
same path, reinforcing the already existing pheromone trail, 
which again enhances the probability of other ants to discover 
the trail, thus yielding ever higher positive feedback as shown 
in Fig.  4.3[9]

Fig. 3: Shortest path by ant system

• Negative feedback – This is mainly used to destroy bad 
solution. It can be done by decay of pheromone concentration 
with respect to time. The rate of decay is problem specific. Low 
decay rate encourages the bad solution not being destroyed 
for longer time and higher decay rate destroys good solution 
early. 
• Randomness – Path to be taken by ant is completely random, 
hence there is possibility of generation   of new solutions.
• Multiple interactions – The solution is found by interaction 
of many agents. In food searching process, one ant cannot 
find the food, as the pheromone would decay. Hence more 
ants can find food faster.

C. The Three Phases of Ant Based Algorithm 
• Route discovery phase 
• Route maintenance phase 
• Route failure handling 

The detailed description of various phases of algorithm is as 
follows:

1. Route Discovery Phase
Route discovery phase uses control packet to discover route 
from source to destination. The control packets are mobile 
agents which walk through the network to establish routes 
between nodes. Route discovery uses two mobile agents 

called Forward Ant (FA) and Backward Ant (BA). These two 
ants are similar in structure but differ in the type of work they 
perform. A FA is an agent, which establishes the pheromone 
track to the source node, and BA establishes pheromone 
track to the destination. A forward ant is broadcast by the 
sender and relayed by the intermediate nodes till it reaches 
the destination. A node receiving a FA for the first time creates 
a record in its routing table. The record includes destination 
address, next hop and pheromone value. The node interprets 
the source address of the FA as the destination address, the 
address of the previous node as the next hop and computes 
the pheromone value depending on the number of hops the 
FA needed to reach the node. Then the node forwards the FA 
to its neighbors. FA packets have unique sequence number. 
Duplicate FA is detected through sequence number. Once the 
duplicate ants are detected, the nodes drop them. When the 
FA reaches the destination, its information is extracted and it 
is destroyed. BA is created with same sequence number and 
sent towards the source. BA reserves the resources at along the 
nodes towards source. BA establishes path to destination node. 
Route Discovery Phase, shows the propagation of Forward ANTS 
from source to destination in Fig.  4.

Fig. 4: Route Discovery Phase, shows the propagation of 
Forward ANTS from source to destination. 

2. Route Maintenance Phase
Route Maintenance plays a very important role in MANET’s as 
the network keeps dynamically changing and routes found good 
during discovery may turn to be bad due to congestion, signal 
strength, etc. Hence when a node starts sending packets to 
the destination using the Probabilistic Route Finding algorithm 
explained above, it is essential to find the goodness of a route 
regularly and update the pheromone counts for the different 
routes at the source nodes. To accomplish this, when a 
destination node receives a packet, it probabilistically sends 
a Congestion Update message to the source which informs the 
source of the REM value for that route. This Congestion Update 
message also serves an ACK to the source.

3.  Route Failure Handling Phase
This phase is responsible for generating alternative routes 
in case the existing route fails. Every packet is associated 
with acknowledgement; hence if a node does not receive 
an acknowledgement, it indicates that the link is failed. On 
detecting a link failure the node sends a route error message 
to the previous node and deactivates this path by setting the 
pheromone value to zero. The previous node then tries to find 
an alternate path to the destination.  If the alternate path exists, 
the packet is forwarded on to that path else the node informs 
its neighbors to relay the packet towards source. This continues 
till the source is reached. On reaching the source, the source 
initiates a new route discovery phase. Hence ant algorithm 
does not break down on failure of optimal path. This helps in 
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load balancing. That is, if the optimal path is heavily loaded, 
the data packets can follow the next best paths. 

D. Description of Ant Based Routing Algorithm
1. Initialization of routing table at each node with equal 
probability.
2. Set time: Current time (t) & time interval (t1) between 
ants generation. 
3. Start with main loop
4. while t < = t max do
             if ((mod t1) = = 0) do
            select Destination Node
            launch FANT
            end if
for each FANT do
while (current node != destination node) do
if pheromone info available do
j <- select next hop
else 
j <-  broadcast ants & select node which is first to reply back
End if
SK <-  SK U j
End while
Launch BANT
Pass stack info and die
End for
For each BANT do
While (current node! = destination node) do
Choose next hope by popping the stack
Update traffic model
Update routing table
End while
End for
End while
  End for

IV. Methodology
 The simulation methodology that we have used to simulate ad-
hoc network is Network Simulator 2(ns-2.34 version). The trace 
files and name files are generated according to the need. Nodes 
in simulation move according to "random way mobility model”. 
The Simulation Parameters are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Environment Size 600X600
Packet Size 512 Bytes
Traffic Type FTP
Bandwidth 40 MHz

A. A scenario file that describes the movement pattern 
of nodes & ant algorithm.
Dictionary:
~ns/indep-util/cm-scen-gen/setdest.h
Files:
Makefield
setdest.h setdest.cc
make-scen.csh

The communication pattern randomly created by the setdest 
tool defined in ns2 simulator. The tool contains following 
arguments:
1. No. of Nodes-

2. Pause Time
3. Maximum Speed
4. Simulation Time
5. Maximum X-coordinate value
6. Maximum Y-coordinate value
7. Path of output file in which movement pattern is 
created
In the same way traffic pattern i.e CBR or TCP is created by 
cbrgen.tcl or tcpgen.tcl used to create CBR or TCP connection 
respectively. Steps for involving ant algorithm in ns2 are:
1. Ant folder =====> ns2-34-allone =====> ns2.24  
paste ant.tcl file in the in ns2-34-allone ===> ns2.24 ===>tcl 
==>mobility
2. Then in  makefile
 tcl/mobility/ant.tcl \compile above line with all with make 
command
We are having various files in our ant folder:
1. antsense.cc
2. antsense.h
3. antsense_pkt.h
4. antsense_queue.cc
5. antsense_queue.h
6. neighbour_table.cc
7. neighbousr_table.h

B.  Performance Metrics 
As mobile ad-hoc network is a network having inherent features 
i.e. dynamic topology, lower band width, multi-hop routing, 
distributed control and lack of load balancing capability. So 
there is a need to speed up this type of network by using various 
techniques. One of the most active areas of research in MANET 
is swarm based routing based on ant optimization techniques. 
In our work we have used an ant based algorithm for balancing 
the load in case of huge traffic. For the purpose of proving our 
proposed algorithm better than other routing protocols, we have 
used some of the metrics i.e. Packet Delivery Ratio, Average 
end-to end delay and Normalized Routing Load and comparison 
of our proposed algorithm is with AODV routing protocol. The 
metrics are as follows:
1. Packet Delivery Ratio
2. Average End-to-End Delay
3. Normalized Routing Load

1. Packet Delivery Ratio
Packet delivery ratio is calculated by dividing the number of 
packets received by the destination through the number of 
packets originated by source. It specifies the packet loss rate, 
which limits the maximum throughput of the network. The better 
the delivery ration, the more complete and correct the routing 
protocol. 

2. Average End-to-End Delay
Average end-to-end delay is the average time it takes a data 
packet to reach to destination in seconds. It is calculated 
by subtracting “time at which first packet was transmitted 
by source” from “time at which first data packet arrived to 
destination. It includes all possible delays caused by buffering 
during latency, queuing at the interface queue, retransmission 
delays at MAC, Propagation and transfer times. It is the metric 
significant in understanding the delay introduced by path 
discovery.

3.  Normalized Routing Load
The number of routing packets transmitted per data packet 
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delivered at the destination. Each hop-wise transmission of a 
routing packet is counted as one transmission.

C. Comparison of results of ANT and AODV protocol

1. Description I
Network’s Quality of service can be measured in terms of 
end-to-end delay. So our Ant algorithm is performing better in 
terms of packet delivery ratio and time. As the time decreases, 
delivery of packets is becoming higher as compared to AODV. 
As AODV’s Packet delivery goes down at the end of simulation. 
Comparison of Ant & AODV in terms of packet delivery ratio & 
end-to-end delay is shown in Fig.  5.

Fig. 5: Comparison of Ant & AODV in terms of 
Packet delivery ratio & end-to-end delay

2. Description II
Result shows that proposed algorithm can effectively control 
the overhead generated by ants, while achieving faster end-
to-end delay & improved packet delivery ratio. When we are 
balancing the load of our algorithm, it will perform better than 
AODV in terms of time & throughput. Comparison of Ant & AODV 
in terms of Packet Delivery Ratios & Time, when balancing the 
load is shown in the Fig. 6:

Fig. 6: Comparison of Ant & AODV in terms of Packet Delivery 
Ratios & Time, when balancing the load

D. Performance Comparison
Performance Comparison of AODV & Ant Algorithm is shown 
in the Table 2.
Table 2. Performance Comparison of AODV & Ant Algorithm

Performance 
Parameters

AODV Ant Algorithm

Packet delivery ratio Low High
End-to-end delay High Low
No. of Paths for 
Routing

Single Multipath

III. Conclusion 

An ad-hoc network play an important role in setting up the 
communication network at a fly without any fixed infrastructure 
leading them to be a potential candidate for handling defense 
and emergency applications. Mobile ad-hoc network is a 
network having inherent features i.e. dynamic topology, 
lower band width, multi-hop routing, distributed control and 
lack of load balancing capability. So there is a need to speed 
up this type of network by using various techniques. One of 
the most active areas of research in MANET is swarm based 
routing based on ant optimization techniques. Our study was 
concluded to evaluate the performance of ant based algorithm 
and AODV routing protocol in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio, 
Average end-to end delay and Normalized Routing Load. From 
the comparison it is concluded that overall performance of ant 
based algorithm is better than AODV in terms of throughput. 
Our proposed algorithm can control the overhead generated 
by ants, while achieving faster end-to-end delay and improved 
packet delivery ratio.

VII. Future Work
The future work could be to investigate different methods to 
further limit the traffic or load and compare the ant based 
algorithm for other proactive and reactive routing protocols. 
Hybrid routing of proposed algorithm is currently under 
investigation.
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